
Hello my favorite LifeBookers!!
Shall we start with a story of how LifeBooking works for me?
In late December, during the reflective holiday time, I gather supplies
and get to work on a new LifeBook. I look at the year ahead and
dream big. These dreams become actual goals, which are placed
into corresponding categories (family, creativity, health, business,
etc.). Later, I will break the goals down to actionables and timelines.
Leonie Dawson, who inspired me to even create my own system
(leoniedawson.com), describes actionables as little steps we can
take towards making our dreams come true. This is a crucial element
of my organizational process, because if I don’t make bite-sized
goals out of my larger dream-goals, the dreams will always feel too
big, too lofty, too impossible.
I also consider self-expansive elements of my year. I give myself a running start on some of the
topics I want to explore, things I want to research, habits I want to cultivate. From this list I will
choose a theme for a month and dig deep. It’s like the “word-for-the-year” habit, but monthly. It
gives me extended, but not eternal, pockets of time to focuson one particular thing with permission
to move on after four weeks if I’m bored and burned out on a theme. It’s an inspiring and enriching
experience, to explore an important focus each month. And talk about momentum!! At the end of
each month, I review my focus and look to the month ahead. This rhythm gives me built-in
reminders to look back and look forward. I do the same quarterly, to see where I am on achieving
my big dreams for the year and modify the upcoming deadlines, actionables, and themes as
needed.
The goals plus months plus a few other elements fold into my day-to-day planning section, and this
is pretty much how I work my LifeBook system!

Am I allowed to confess that I gave up on digital and traditional task managers altogether? It’s
true… I experimented with a number of platforms before I decided to delete all the apps, scrap all
the organizers, and make my own. Well, make my own book. Not app. I’m an analog girl at heart. :)
And that's how my LifeBook was birthed. Think DayPlanner on goal-setting steroids, with the super-
power of customization. It is exactly the sort of organizer that I need, as a highly driven person who
manages a number of different corners of life and wants to keep her eye on the big picture.
In short, my LifeBook is a beautiful way for me to chase my dreams, and others have adopted these
methods already to do the same. Since sharing this info on Claire Burge’s site that focuses on
"productivity + creativity" (claireburge.com), others have requested a more in-depth course to build
their own system. And here we are!

Here are the highlights of why I built this LifeBook system for myself:
• A method to chase those big-daddy dreaming-big dreams!
• To live with intention, by planning and tracking it, not just by 'thinking' it.
• Use an analog system, old fashioned paper & pencil, to feel the importance of my plans.
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• A way to integrate multiple areas of life at once—see them all in one place.
• Customizable—I'm able to layout my days & weeks however I need.
• A system that will adapt. I never need to hunt down a new/better planner. It effortlessly changes as I
need it to.
I'm guessing that's why you're here: You need a system that can help you turn dreams into reality while
ticking away at the day-to-day elements of life.

So can I introduce you to my LifeBook, and let you see how I organize and use this system?
Watch this little intro video *on our session one page* to see what my LifeBook planning system
looks like!
In short: I put all my big goals and important lists in the front of the book, then plan my daily and weekly
tasks accordingly. All of my tasks spill from the abundance of the dreams and goals and month-themes
I set before me. They are the actionables and month-themes. They are the family goals and business
goals and creative goals I plan for the year. And, yes, they are also the day-to-day elements of running
a household. All of it. This is why I call it all my LifeBook.
Through this course you will walk step-by-step through the process of building your own LifeBook. You
will get worksheets and printables to help you brainstorm some goals, create some plans, set some
deadlines, create your sections, think through your monthly focus, and build your day-to-day schedule.
These steps are easy and understandable. By the end you will have a customized LifeBook with both
big and small goals for your upcoming year!

Remember the word "customizable" — take what you want,
leave the rest. Really. As we walk through this LifeBook journey,
use what is useful to you. And don't waste your energy on elements
that you don't feel will serve you goals. Also: Add whatever you want/
need to add! This is your book and this course is here to get you
started and get you thinking. You have full permission to switch
things up however you need to! Your LifeBook is yours. Claim it as
your own!

That’s what I did. Remember me mentioning Leonie Dawson? The
inspiration for my system came from her “to-do book”, which has
sections and lists and timed-out baby steps to achieving big goals. From there, I added months pages
and month themes, as well as a day-planner type section at the end. I started with her lists of dreams
and actionables, and went nuts!
So, make it what you need, starting with the type of organizer you want use to make your own
LifeBook! Now, ready? It's time to do some making and dreaming!!

HOMEWORK:
1) Gather supplies to build your LifeBook. I'd recommend a small 3-ring binder that is portable and
customizable, and whatever paper supplies jazz you up.
ESSENTIALS:
BINDER: A small A5 Three-Ring binder in the 5.5x8.5 range (or larger if you wanna go big, but all the
printable and worksheets in these PDFs are formatted for the 5.5x8.5), Target, Amazon, Walmart, etc
all offer these small style 3-ring binders—pick whatever lights you up. Examples:
• Target's Greenroom Mini Binder: http://tinyurl.com/o9328j5
• Or the Avery mini three-ring binder from Amazon: http://tinyurl.com/o6mg7de



• Walmart and office supply stores also offers these small binders.
PAPER: Mini-binder sized paper that will fit in your LifeBook, or cut & hole-punch your own!
Remember, this is your book. You don't have to get college-ruled paper if you don't want. You can
get blank papers or gridded papers or whatever sort of paper makes you happy. Coffee? Drip
coffee stains all over it! Gray? Then go all gray. Even gray paper is pretty stinking useful if it makes
you want to pour your life into a book. Go with what feels like "you."
DIVIDERS: Grab some accompanying papers/dividers/etc that fit your LifeBook. OR DIY a way to
create dividers, either with the divider supplies above, or with tabs/etc. We are going to build
sections into our LifeBooks. So think dividers and pocket accessories for the 5.5x8.5 binder, like
these from Walmart: http://tinyurl.com/pju55b7
Optionals:
• Interesting paper supplies
• Designer/washi tape
• Tabs, bookmarks, etc
• Glue sticks
• Sticky notes
• Organizational/Calendar graphics (scrapbook paper, smashbook supplies, etc)
• OR LifeBook Printables created as labels for your categories/months. (They are at the back of the
worksheet PDF.)

LIFEBOOKING WORKSHEETS:
These two worksheets are foundational to building your dreams and goals for the year. Print this
PDF and fill it out to begin your LifeBooking process. & don't rush. Spend some time working
through these sheets, and when you're done you are ready for the next session in our LifeBook
Course!
We have two worksheets for the course, both on our session one page.
1. "The Big 50" -- A sort of brain dump of fun crazy and/or amazing things to do.
2. Life Category Goals -- Begin to think through: what do you want to achieve in the next year in
these areas? (These are suggested categories, definitely add your own!)

One Final Thought:
So how is it going? Getting excited about possibilities and potentialities? I'd love to hear some of
your wild ideas from "The Big 50" worksheet! Send me a quick reply mentioning a few of them.
Can't wait to hear from you!
~mandy

P.S. What's coming in Session Two: Build Your Book. It's time, it's time!! You will have a
*suggested* table contents, showing you how to possibly organize your book. You will spend some
time assembling, organizing it, and wrapping your mind around the LifeBook experience. Wheeee!!!
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